Abstract
. However, the high prices of HPMC limit its general applications, even for use 48 in therapeutic delivery systems (Wang et Hydroxypropyl starch (HPS) is a typical chemically modified starch and is an inexpensive material 54 being widely used in the food industry (Wang et al., 2016a; Zhang et al., 2015) . Therefore, the 55 commercial potential of HPMC/HPS is foreseeable for a broad range of applications such as food 56 packaging, food, and medicines. 57
Edible materials from natural polymers can be easily produced via a wet process (Cuq et al., 58 1998) . It is based on a film-forming solution or dispersion where polymers are first solubilized or 59 dispersed into a liquid phase, which is then concentrated with the removal of the liquid (usually by 60 drying at a higher temperature). This process is generally preferred to form edible pre-formed films, 61 or to apply coatings in the liquid form directly onto products by dipping, brushing, or spraying. The 62 design of processes for such materials requires accurate data regarding the rheological properties of 63 10 viscosity was much lower than that of HPS. The addition of HPMC decreased the shear-thinning 207 behavior of HPS. Besides, with a higher MS of HPS, the viscosity of the HPMC/HPS solution at a 208 fixed blend ratio displayed a reduced viscosity. This can be explained by the reduced intermolecular 209 hydrogen bonding because of hydroxypropylation. In the low-shear stage, there was a stable-value 210 region in the samples containing HPS with a high MS, and the stable-value region was narrowed 211 with the addition of HPMC. indicating that they are all pseudoplastic fluids. With a higher HPMC content, HPMC/HPS blends 222 displayed a higher n value, suggesting an enhanced Newtonian behavior. However, K (proportional 223 to viscosity) was decreased with a higher amount of HPMC. For pure HPS, both n and K were 224 decreased with a higher MS of HPS, meaning hydroxypropylation can improve the pseudoplasticity 225 and reduce the viscosity of the starch solution. For the blend samples, n was close to 1 and decreased 226 11 with the increased MS of HPS, which shows the effect of starch hydroxypropylation on the overall 227 rheological behavior of the blends. 228
According to blending principle, the smaller the difference in viscosity between two phases, the 229 greater is the compatibility between two components (Larson, 1999) . HPMC showed a Newton-like 230 liquid (n close to 1) at low temperatures. Therefore, in this study, a higher n value of HPS suggests 231 better compatibility in the blends. 232 233 3.1.2 Dynamic rheological properties 234
Linear viscoelastic regions 235
It is well known that for a hydrogel, G′ is controlled by the hardness, junction zone strength, and 236 bonds quantities of effective molecular chains. In addition, G″ is contributed by the friction energy 237 consumption in a liquid state, which involves the mobility, movement and friction of small 238 molecules, and the vibration and rotation of functional groups. The crossover of G′ and G″ (tan δ = 239 1) indicates the sol-gel transition. G′ and G″ can be used to detect the gelation behavior, the speed of 240 gel network formation, and structural characteristics (Clark and Ross-Murphy, 1987) . They also 241 reflect the inner structural development and molecular interactions during the gel network formation 242 (Musampa et al., 2007) . 243 100% at a frequency of 1 Hz. It can be seen that at low strains (0.01-1%), all the samples except 245 HPMC were gel (G′ > G″). For HPMC, G′ was always lower than G″ in the test range, indicating 246 HPMC was a solution. Besides, different samples had viscoelasticity that had different degrees of 247 dependence on strain. For G80, this dependence was more apparent -when the strain was higher 248 than 0.3%, there was an apparent decrease in G′, a remarkable increase in G″, and a dramatic 249 12 increase in tan δ. Moreover, a crossover of G′ and G″ was observed for G80 at a strain of 1.7%. This 250 means that G80 became a solution when the strain was over 1.7%. For HPS, the linear viscoelastic region was narrowed with a lower MS. In other words, with the 261 increased MS, the sudden change in tan δ occurred at a higher strain. G80 had the smallest 262 With decreasing temperature, the sequence of these regions was reversed. The crossover of G′ 290
and G″ shifted to a lower temperature of about 32 °C during cooling. This shift could be due to 291 hysteresis and/or the condensation of chains at a lower temperature (Chen, 292 2007; Zhang et al., 2015) . Like HPMC, most of the other samples displayed these four regions 293 during heating, which were reversed during cooling. However, we can see that G80 and A939 294 showed a simpler pattern with no crossover of G′ and G″. G80 even did not reach any plateau finally. 295
For HPS, a higher MS could shift both the starting and end temperatures for the structural 296 formation (gelation). Specifically, the starting temperatures of G80, A939 and A1081 were 61 °C, 297 62 °C and 54 °C, respectively. Besides, the higher the MS, the lower were both G′ and G″, which 298 was in agreement with other studies (Kim et al., 1992a; Kim et al., 1992b) . This suggests that the gel 299 texture became softer with the increased MS. Regarding this, the ordered structure of starch was 300 disrupted, and its hydrophilicity was increased when native starch was hydroxypropylated 301 (Morikawa and Nishinari, 2000) . For all the blends, both G′ and G″ were decreased with a higher MS of HPS, which was 303 consistent with results for pure starches. Also, the effect of MS on both G′ and G″ for the blends 304 became less apparent with the addition of HPMC. 305
All the blend samples showed a similar pattern of viscoelastic properties, which was parallel to 306 those for HPS at low temperatures and HPMC at high temperatures. In other words, HPS controlled 307 the viscoelastic property of the blends at low temperatures whereas HPMC dominated the behavior at 308 high temperatures. These results might be accounted for by the different gelation properties of HPS 309 and HPMC. Specifically, HPS is a cooling gel, shifting from gel to sol during heating. In contrast, 310 HPMC, as a thermal gel, congeals with increasing temperature. For HPMC/HPS blends, at low 311 temperatures, HPS mainly contributed to the gelation, while at high temperatures, HPMC was 312 responsible for the gel formation. 313
The blends had intermediate moduli between those for individual HPS and HPMC. Besides, G′ 314 was always higher than G″ during the whole temperature range. In this regards, both HPS and 315 HPMC could individually form intermolecular hydrogen bonding with water and with each other. 316
Furthermore, all the blends showed a tan δ peak at about 45 °C, suggesting a change of the 317 continuous phase in the matrix. 318 319 n′ was close to 0, and G0′ was much higher than G0″, confirming their solid-like behavior (Ortega-336 Ojeda et al., 2004). HPMC showed clearly a fluid-like behavior since the slopes were close to 1. For 337 the blends, n′ and n″ were slightly higher than those for HPSs, suggesting that the blends behaved 338 less like a solid than HPSs. 339
Dynamic mechanical properties 320
HPMC showed an apparent frequency-dependence, whereas such a dependence could hardly be 340 observed for HPSs. The blends showed some degree of dependence on frequency. For all the 341 
samples containing HPS, n′ was much lower than n″, and G″ was more dependent on frequency than 342 G′, suggesting that these samples were more elastic and less viscous (Clark and Ross-Murphy, 1987 ; 343 Park et al., 2004; Rosalina and Bhattacharya, 2002) . Therefore, the properties of the blends were 344 mainly contributed by HPS. This was especially true considering HPMC was a liquid with a lower 345 viscosity at a lower temperature. 346
Both n′ and n″ for HPS were increased with a higher MS, indicating that hydroxypropylation 347 reduced the solid-like behavior of the starch and increased the frequency-dependence at low 348 temperatures. This trend regarding the effect of hydroxypropylation was also evident in the blend 349 samples. For both HPSs and the blends, G0′ and G0″ were also decreased with the increased MS of 350 HPS, which may be attributed to the weakened viscoelasticity of HPS as the main contributing 351 component. 352 behavior. This might be ascribed to the gel-sol transition of A1081 as a cooling gel at a high 356 temperature. On the other hand, an increased MS could decrease n′, n″, G0′ and G0″ (Table 2) , 357 indicating that hydroxypropylation made the starch behave less like a solid at 85 °C. Specifically, for 358 G80, both n′ and n″ were close to 0, indicating its solid-like behavior. In contrast, for A1081, n′ and 359 n″ were close to 1, showing its fluid-like behavior. These results of n′ and n″ were also in accordance 360
with the G′ and G″ data. Furthermore, it can be seen in Fig. 4c and d that a higher MS significantly  361 increased the frequency-dependence of HPS. 362 Fig. 4c and d show that at 85 °C, HPMC had a typical solid-like behavior (G′>G″), which could 363 be ascribed to its thermal-gelation property. In addition, for HPMC both G′ and G″ were not 364 apparently varied, indicating their negligible frequency-dependence. 365 19 For all the blends, both n′ and n″ were close to 0, and G0′ was much higher than G0″ (Table 2) , 366 confirming their solid-like behavior at 85 °C . On the other hand, while a higher MS could change the 367 behavior of HPS from being solid-like to liquid-like (as discussed above), this phenomenon was not 368 observed in the blends. Besides, for the blends containing HPMC, both G′ and G″ remained stable 369 with increased frequency. Moreover, for all the blends, n′ and n″ were close to those for HPMC. All 370 these results suggest that it was HPMC that mainly contributed to the properties of the blend gels at a 371 high temperature (85 °C). 372 The structural recovery data of three-interval thixotropic tests were listed in Table 2 . A higher 387 structural recovery ratio (DSR) led to a weakened thixotropic behavior. The DSR values of pure 388
HPSs were obviously lower than that of pure HPMC in the same structural recovery time. Regarding 389 this, HPMC molecular chains were rigid with a short relaxation time, which means the structure 390 could recover within a short time. In contrast, HPS molecular chains were flexible and the relaxation 391 time was relatively long, thus the structural recovery of HPS was slow. For pure HPS, the DSR was 392 decreased with a higher MS, indicating that hydroxypropylation improved the flexibility of starch 393 molecular chains and prolonged the relaxation time of HPS. For the blend samples, the DSR values 394
were lower than those of pure ones, and increased with a higher MS of HPS. This result suggests that 395 the thixotropic behavior of the blends was weakened with the increased MS of HPS. 
Characteristics of films 398
3.2.1 Crystalline structure 399 Fig. 6 shows the SAXS patterns of HPMC/HPS blend films. All the samples present apparent 400 characteristic peaks in a relatively larger scale range (q > 0.3 Å -1 ). From Fig. 6a , HPMC showed a 401 well-defined peak at about 0.569 Å -1 , corresponding to its crystalline structure at 7.7°. In contrast, 402
HPSs showed a well-defined peak at about 0.397 Å -1 , corresponding to the typical B-type crystalline 403 structure of starch at 5.3°. Besides, the characteristic peak area of A939 was higher than that of 404 A1081, suggesting that a higher MS led to a decreased characteristic peak area. Regarding this, the 405 incorporation of hydroxypropyl groups in the starch molecules may destroy the original crystalline 406 structure of starch, and make it less easy for intermolecular rearrangement and crosslinking, which 407 inhibit the recrystallization of starch. samples were seen to have a self-similar fractal structure within a certain limit. All the Porod slopes 443 were smaller than 3, indicating HPMC/HPS films had a smooth surface. The fractal structure 444 parameters of HPMC/HPS blend films were provided in Table 3 . When pure HPS was concerned, 445 the D value of A939 was higher than that of A1081, suggesting the density of the self-similar 446 structure in the films decreased with a higher MS. Regarding this, the incorporation of 447 hydroxypropyl groups in starch molecules prevented the association of HPS chains and led to a self-448 similar structure with a lower density. The hydrophilic hydroxypropyl groups could form 449 intermolecular hydrogen bonding with water, thus the interaction between HPS chains was lessened. 450
The bulky hydroxypropyl groups could also limit the reassociation and crosslinking of starch 451 molecular chains. Therefore, the self-similar structure of HPS films became looser with the increased 452 The D value of pure A939 was higher than that of pure HPMC. This higher D value of pure A939 461 could be attributed to the starch recrystallization, the more ordered structure between starch 462 molecular chains, and a self-similar structure with a higher density that were formed in its films. The 463 D value of the HPMC/A939 blend was the lower than either pure A939 or pure HPMC, as blending 464 could hamper the chain association of individual components and reduce the density of the self-465 similar structure of the starch. 466
In contrast, for HPMC/A1081, the D value of A1081 was lower than that of HPMC. This might 467 be due to the inhibition of the starch retrogradation with the incorporation of hydroxypropyl groups, 468 thus the self-similar structure in the film became looser. The D value of the HPMC/A1081 blend was 469 higher than that of pure A1081, which is different from the case of the HPMC/A939 system. 470
Regarding this, the HPS with a high MS could possibly form a self-similar structure with larger 471 cavities, and the linear HPMC molecules could enter the cavities resulting in a higher density of the 472 self-similar structure. This also implies that a more homogeneous compound could be formed by 473 HPMC and HPS with a high MS. In agreement with this, the rheological results have shown that 474 hydroxypropylation could reduce the viscosity of starch and the viscosity difference between the two 475 components in the blends, which is favorable for forming more homogeneous blends. 476 477
Tensile properties 478
The E, σt and εb of HPMC/HPS films were listed in Table 4 . For pure HPS films, a higher MS of 479 HPS led to lower E and σt and higher εb, indicating that hydroxypropylation reduced the film rigidity 480 and improved the flexibility. Given this, the hydroxypropyl groups might have resulted in a looser 481 film structure (as confirmed by the fractal structure results) and inhibited the starch retrogradation (as 482
shown by the crystallinity analysis). 483
For the blend films, increasing the MS of HPS led to decreased E and increased σt and εb. The 484 change in the MS of HPS could vary not only the properties (viscosity and mechanical properties) of 485 HPS itself but also the compatibility between the two polymers. A higher MS could result in a lower 486 viscosity of the HPS, which could improve the compatibility between HPS and HPMC. On the other 487 hand, for HPMC/A1081 blends, with the increased content of the starch, E and σt were decreased, 488 whereas εb was increased apparently. This result is in agreement with a previous study (Wang et pure HPS films, the content of hydroxypropyl groups had a significant effect on the oxygen barrier 500
property. The OP of A1081 (0.64) was almost six times that of A939 (0.11). The OP increased with a 501 higher MS of HPS. Regarding this, as confirmed by the fractal structure results, the incorporation of 502 hydroxypropyl groups declined the density of films, which could enlarge the permeability channel 503 for oxygen in the film. 504
For the blend films, the OP was decreased with a higher MS of HPS, which is opposite to the 505 case of pure HPS. In the HPMC/HPS (5:5) blend, the HPS with a higher viscosity was dispersed in 506 the continuous phase of HPMC with a lower viscosity. Again, the viscosity of the HPS decreased 507 with a higher MS, and leading to better compatibility between the two polymers. There could be 508 competing effects of hydroxypropylation on expanding the oxygen permeation area and of blending 509 on enhancing the tortuosity of oxygen permeation channel. With a better compatibility, the latter 510 effect outperformed the former, leading to the decreased OP of the blend films. 511 For the blends, the compatibility between and the physicochemical properties of the constituents 532 exert varying levels of influence on rheology (Chhabra and Richardson, 2008) . However, the 533 rheological history and structure ultimately determine the performance of the products. For each 534 product, there is a degree of its own complexity and peculiarities, which need to be incorporated into 535 the structure-rheology link. 536
Basing on the rheology results, it is noticeable that the rheological properties showed an obvious 537 dependence on the MS of HPS. For pure HPS, a higher MS caused a lower viscosity and an enhanced 538
Newtonian-behavior, which reduced the different in viscosity between the two components and thus 539 induced a greater compatibility in the blends. The thixotropic property was increased with a higher 540 MS, attributed to the improved flexibility of starch chains by hydroxypropylation. Such changes 541 Such changes induced larger permeable channels for oxygen in the films and the reduced rigidity of 545 the films, which correspond to the changes in oxygen permeability, E and σt. The WAXS results clearly 546 suggest that the crystalline structure strongly depended on the MS of HPS. A higher MS caused a 547 decreased characteristic peak area. This change was due to the inhibition of starch recrystallization, 548 and induced a much higher εb value. 549
The changes in the structure and rheological properties certainly affected the blend film 550
performance. The SAXS data show that a good compatibility between the two components caused a 551 much denser structure and better tensile properties of the films. Therefore, the film performance of the 552 blends could be largely affected by the changes in MS and the compatibility between the two 553 components. A higher MS caused larger permeable channels for oxygen in the films. Besides, an 554 increased MS also led to a better compatibility between two components, which resulted in increased 555 tortuosity of the oxygen permeation channels. The final OP of blends was determined by these two 556 competing factors. Regarding the tensile properties, both a higher MS of HPS and a better 557 compatibility induced higher εb; therefore, the εb value of the blends was increased with a higher MS. 558
The thixotropic behavior was also balanced by the MS of HPS and the storage modulus of the gel. 559
With a higher MS, the thixotropic property was declined due to the decreased storage modulus of HPS. 560
At a low temperature, HPS was the dispersion phase with a high viscosity, which was confirmed by 561 the changes in viscoelastic properties during heating and cooling. The competition between these two 562 aspects could reduce the influence of MS on the thixotropic behavior. 563 564 29
Conclusion

565
This work concerns the effect of hydroxypropylation of starch on the rheological properties and 566 the film structure and performance of a novel thermal/cooling-gel bi-phasic system. This system was 567 based on two natural biopolymer-based hydrogels, HPMC and HPS, which could form continuous 568 phases at low and high temperatures, respectively. The variation of this phase conformation 569 significantly influenced the rheological properties, thixotropy, and gel properties of the blend 570 systems, and subsequently affected the crystalline structure, fractal structure, mechanical properties, 571 OP, and thermal stability of the blend films. In particular, HPS at low temperatures, and HPMC at 572 high temperatures, play a dominant role in controlling these different properties. 573
The rheological and gel properties were also significantly affected by the starch chemical 574 modification. A higher MS of HPS decreased the viscosity and weakened the shear thinning behavior 575 of the blend solutions at low temperatures and also declined the G′ and G″ of the hybrid gels. 576
Regarding this, the hydroxypropylation of native starch could break the intermolecular hydrogen 577 bonding, disrupt its ordered structure, increase its hydrophilicity, and result in a softer gel texture. A 578 higher MS could also increase n′ and n″, indicating that hydroxypropylation reduced the solid-like 579 behavior and increased the frequency-dependence. However, blending HPS with HPMC made these 580 effects of the MS of HPS on the rheological and gel properties less apparent. On the other hand, the 581 film structure and performance was also significantly affected by the starch hydroxypropylation. 582
With a higher MS of HPS, the starch crystallinity was decreased and the elongation at break of films 583 was increased, indicating the hydroxypropylation of starch could inhibit the molecular rearrangement 584 and improve the flexibility of films. However, an increase in the MS of HPS also led to reduced 585 fractal structure and OP. This suggests that a higher film density could be linked to a better oxygen 586 barrier property. 587
Our results here have shown that the processability and performance of HPMC/HPS biphasic 588 
